WHAT TO TAKE WHEN YOU EVACUATE
When an evacuation takes place at work, employees often don’t know what to take with them and what to
leave behind. You’ve heard the terms before: “Bug Out Bag”, “Go Bag”, “Grab Bag” and more. These are all
terms to describe quick access emergency kits that hold all your important tools and possessions in a single,
easy to reach location.
In order to make your recovery as smooth as possible, we encourage you to educate your employees on the
items they may want to bring with them in the event of an evacuation. To help you with this process, we have
created the following checklist of suggested items. Keep in mind, these are just suggestions. This is not a
complete list, nor are we suggesting that you plan to carry all of these items. Some may be unnecessary or not
applicable in your personal situation. ***Remember, above all, your own safety and the safety of others
should be your primary goal.
Here are a few tips to keep in mind when planning for an evacuation.


The items you would like to include in your “go bag” should be close by, at all times. Time wasted
collecting items before evacuating could be a serious, even deadly mistake.
The items you plan to take with you should be easily accessible and easy to carry – hence the suggested
use of a bag to contain them all in one place.
This collection of tools and possessions should be the bare minimum you would need in the event of a
crisis taking place in your office or business.
Suggested Items to include in an Business/Office Evacuation “Go Bag”
Cellphone or PDA, containing key emergency contacts, passwords, etc., and charger
Identification and wallet/cash/credit cards
Car/House keys and office keys or passcard
Laptop & Charger
Office Phone Roster (including personnel emergency contacts’ information)
Office Floor Plans (to aid in possible search/rescue efforts)
Calendar/Day Planner
Server Backup Tapes or Drives
Disaster Plan or Emergency Procedure Manual
Flash Drive with critical documents, employee information, emergency plans/procedures, asset
inventories, insurance information,
First Aid Supplies
Any Personal Medications
Password Book/Document
Basic Office Supplies (pen & paper)
Network Cables (Ethernet)

Above all, any evacuation plan, emergency procedure or disaster plan should protect the safety and wellbeing of all employees and guests in your office. However those who take the extra time to keep important
belongings and tools close at hand in the event of an emergency may recover from a disaster more quickly and
easily with these items in their possession.
Agility Recovery, a former division of GE, brings over two decades of disaster recovery and business continuity experience in delivering innovative business
continuity solutions that challenge the traditional industry barriers of scale, cost and complexity. Agility provides comprehensive, packaged recovery
solutions to organizations of all types across North America. For more than 24 years, Agility has rescued thousands of organizations, with a 100% success
rate. For more information, visit www.agilityrecovery.com.
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